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Abstract. An original experimental setup for shearography with metro-
logical applications is presented. The simplicity and the efficiency of the
setup are provided by a shearing device, a prism that separates the TE
and TM polarization modes with a coating and a thin glass plate placed
on its face. The use of this shearing device enables an in-line and
almost-common path configuration for the shearing interferometer, a
path that leads to high stability and a low sensitivity to external distur-
bances. Moreover, the sensitivity of the interferometer can be easily ad-
justed for different applications by varying the shearing amount with
glass plates of different thicknesses or by moving the shearing device
between two lenses along the optical axis. The temporal phase-shifting
method is applied through the use of a liquid crystal variable retarder.
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Introduction

ecently, optical techniques using temporal phase-shifting,
nvolving techniques such as digital speckle pattern
nterferometry,1,2 digital shearography,3 and fringe
rojection,4 have emerged as new and efficient techniques
ith nondestructive metrological applications, e.g., 3-D

hape measurement, surface displacement determination,
nd strain field and vibrational analysis. Shearography, or
peckle shearing interferometry, is a full-field noncontact
ptical technique generally used for the measurement of the
radient of the displacement of a mechanically or thermally
oaded surface.3,5–7 Shearography, as for any technique
ased on speckle interferometry, is used to have a better
esolution on the measured strains8 �10−5� than other tech-
ique such as the image correlation �10−2, 10−3�. Recent
tudies have also demonstrated the value of shearography
or surface slope and shape measurements.9,10 Extensive
ork has been reported in this area and, further, different
evices for the adaptation to shearography of the different
ypes of shear encountered in conventional interferometry
ave been reported.11,12 Some cases are listed hereafter.

Shearing interferometers can be divided into two types:
rst, those with almost-common optical path interferom-
ters, e.g., those with a glass edge or a Wollaston prism as
shearing device,6,9,13 and second, those that use a modi-

ed Michelson interferometer.14 In the first group, the two
rms corresponding to the object beam and the reference
eam are collinear and thus superimposed in one arm. Such
configuration enables the use of a laser with a low coher-

nce length. This feature also makes the almost-common
ath interferometer less sensitive to external disturbances
091-3286/2007/$25.00 © 2007 SPIE
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and, thus, more convenient for industrial uses. However,
the sensitivity of typical almost-common path interferom-
eters is limited by the shearing amount that may be im-
posed by the shearing device, e.g., a birefringent crystal6,7

and, as a consequence, it may be suitable for only a few
applications. This problem doesn’t appear with the
Michelson-type interferometer because the shearing
amount can be easily modified.14

In this paper, an original setup for digital phase-shifting
shearography is presented. The key element of the experi-
mental setup is the shearing device, a prism with a coating
and a thin glass attached plate that separates the two TE and
TM polarization modes. This shearing device yields an
almost-common path and an in-line configuration of the
shearing interferometer, an arrangement that leads to a
compact device that is less sensitive to external distur-
bances. The separation of the polarization states has been
chosen because it is a convenient method that enables one
to always distinguish each interfering beam when they are
collinear simply by the rotation of a polarizer. In the same
way, the intensity of each interfering beam can be easily
adjusted to have a high modulation in the resulting inter-
ferograms. Moreover, the sensitivity of the interferometer
can be easily modified for different applications by varying
the shearing amount with glass plates of different thick-
nesses or simply by moving the shearing device along the
optical axis, as proposed by Valera and Jones.15 The phase-
shifting method is accomplished by using a liquid crystal
variable retarder, which enables an easy positioning and a
good handiness in the experimental setup relative to other
phase shifters such as a piezoelectric translator2,3 or a tech-
nique using a highly birefringent optical fiber.15,16

Finally, to demonstrate the efficiency of this shearing

interferometer, an experiment consisting of centrally load-
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ng a steel plate was performed. The resulting out-of-plane
isplacement derivative relative to the shearing direction
as determined.

Digital Phase-Shifting Shearography
hearography is a useful tool for measuring the slope con-

ours or the displacement derivatives of an object under a
oad.3,5–7,9,10,13–16 To do so, the optically rough surface of
he object to be studied is irradiated with coherent light to
reate a speckle pattern. A digital camera �CCD or CMOS�
ecords the interference between this object speckle pattern
nd an identical speckle pattern spatially displaced, or
heared, thanks to a shearing device; the resulting interfero-
ram is called a shearogram. By comparing the shearo-
rams recorded before and after loading of the object,
ringes sensitive to the displacement derivative relative to
he shearing direction can be obtained. Phase-shifting2,3,17

nd unwrapping18–20 techniques are usually used to process
he phase information from these fringes to determine
uantitatively the desired metrological parameter. In this
aper, the general four-buckets17 algorithm and the growing
egion20 method were used, respectively, for phase-shifting
nd phase unwrapping.

In shearography, the unwrapped phase map
unwrapped�x ,y� obtained thanks to the temporal phase-

hifting technique is related to the first derivative of the
isplacement field relative to the shearing direction Xi of
he object speckle wavefront and described in good ap-
roximation, when the shearing amount �xi is small, by the
ollowing relationship:3

unwrapped = ��KeX�
�u

�xi
+ �KeY�

�v
�xi

+ �KeZ�
�w

�xi
��xi, �1�

here K is the sensitivity vector of the interferometer and
X, eY, and eZ are the unit vectors, respectively, along the
, Y, and Z directions. In the orthogonal coordinate system
YZ, the X direction is horizontal and the Y direction is
ertical. The Z direction is from the object to the camera, it
s out-of-plane and normal to the surface of the object �see
ig. 5 in Sec. 3.3�. Also, u, v, and w are the components of

he displacement vector u, respectively, along the X, Y, and
directions. In this paper, the efficiency of the experimen-

al approach is demonstrated for the case of a pure out-of-
lane displacement derivative measurement, i.e., the sensi-
ivity vector K is orthogonal to the object plane �X ,Y�. The
esulting posttreatment of the phase distribution,

unwrapped�x ,y�, is then summarized by

unwrapped = �KeZ�
�w

�xi
�xi. �2�

he out-of-plane displacement derivative relative to the
hearing direction can be determined from Eq. �2�.

Experimental Details

.1 Shearing Device
he shearing device used in digital shearography splits the

ight coming from one object point to give two image
oints in the image plane. A pair of laterally sheared images

s thus received by the image sensor. In other words, the

ptical Engineering 105601-
shearing device brings light scattered from two neighboring
points P�x ,y ,z� and P�x+�x ,y ,z� on the object surface to
interfere at a point on the image plane of a camera. In this
case, the shearing is assumed to be parallel to the X axis,
and �x is the shearing amount.

Different shearing devices based on the separation of
polarization states are presented in the literature. However,
with those shearing devices, either the shearing amount is
fixed, e.g., with a double-refractive prism such a Wollaston
prism,6,9 or the related phase-shifting technique is not eas-
ily implemented or requires a careful control, e.g., phase
steps produced by straining a highly birefringent fiber15 or
by tuning the laser emission wavelength.16

The key element of this shearing experiment is the
shearing prism that separates the two polarization modes.
The prism separates an incident wave into two orthogonal
linearly polarized waves, a transverse electric �TE� or
s-wave and a transverse magnetic �TM� or p-wave. The
separation of the two polarization states is produced by a
coating on the back face of a glass prism obtained from
Edmund Optics. Theoretically the separation of the polar-
ized states is optimal for a normal incidence on the front
face of the prism. In this case, the emergent polarized TE
and TM waves correspond, respectively, to the beams re-
flected and transmitted by the coating, see Fig. 1�a�. The
behavior of the prism was checked by measuring the reflec-
tance and transmittance of the TE and TM polarized inci-
dent waves �see Fig. 2�. This figure indicates that at normal
incidence, the separation of the two polarization modes can
reach 93%. However, the separation is optimal for inci-
dence angles ranging from 6 to 22 deg. To work in this
optimal range, an incidence angle of 10 above 0 deg has
been used herein �see Fig. 1�a��.

To direct the TE and TM emergent waves in the same
direction, a thin glass plate is attached on the coating of the
prism with an oil of the same refractive index as the prism
and the glass plate, n=1.52, ensuring the continuity of the
media. This glass plate directs by total reflection the TM
polarized wave transmitted by the coating in the same di-
rection as the reflected TE polarized wave. In this way, if
the shearing is assumed to be parallel to the X axis, the TE
and TM waves are separated by �x, a distance that is pro-
portional to the thickness of the glass plate �see Fig. 1�b��.
To produce interference between the two beams, a linear
polarizer oriented between the TE and TM polarization di-
rections must be introduced into the optical path of the
parallel TE and TM beams. In practice, the orientation of
the polarizer is chosen to equalize the intensities of the two
interfering beams to have a high modulation in the resulting
interferograms.

If the refraction through the coating and the thickness
induced by the oil are neglected, we can follow the optical
path of a ray of light with an incidence angle �i on the front
face of the prism �see Fig. 1�c�� in using the laws of refrac-
tion ��r is the refraction angle� and reflection. If the refrac-
tive index of the prism follows the condition n��2, the
use of these laws enable the determination of the relation-
ship between the shearing amount �x, the thickness of the
glass plate d, and the incidence angle �i �see Figs. 1�c� and

Fig. 3�:

October 2007/Vol. 46�10�2
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x = �2d cos �i�1 +
n sin �i

n2 − sin2 �i
	 . �3�

t normal incidence on the front face of the prism, �i=0.
quation �3� is simplified and the shearing amount is �x
�2d.

.2 Phase Modulator: A Liquid Crystal Variable
Retarder

s with any interferometric technique that uses the tempo-
al phase-shifting method, it is necessary to record some
nterferograms that are phase shifted for comparison with
thers. To produce this phase shift, it is necessary to intro-
uce a phase modulator into the experimental setup. In
ost of those experiments, a piezoelectric translator2,3

PZT� is used for phase modulation. In contrast, for the
nterferometric experiments based on the separation of the
E and TM polarization states, the most reported phase

Fig. 1 �a� Schematic of the separation of an inc
as a result of a coating on the back face of a pr
the TE and TM emergent waves in the same di
the prism with an oil whose refractive index n is
�x, a distance that is proportional to the thick
followed through the shearing prism by a ray of
giving rise to a shearing amount depending on t
plate.

ig. 2 Transmittance and reflectance of the TE and TM waves ob-
ained at �=532 nm as a function of the angle of incidence on the
ront face of the shearing prism. The sign of the angle of incidence is

efined in Fig. 1�a�.

ptical Engineering 105601-
modulators2 are liquid crystal retarders21 or are based on
highly birefringent optical fibers.15,16 Contrary to the fiber-
based phase modulator, the liquid crystal variable retarder
presents the advantages of being very compact and so can
be introduced in transmission anywhere in the experimental
setup. Moreover, it is less temperature dependent.

In our experimental shearography setup, which is de-
scribed in Sec. 3.3, a liquid crystal variable retarder from
Meadowlark Optics �model LVR-200 with basic controller
D3040, phase uncertainty:21 � /28� is used to perform the
phase-shifting technique. When combined with other opti-
cal components, liquid crystal variable retarders produce
electrically controllable attenuation, linear polarization ro-
tation, or phase modulation. Pure phase modulation is ac-
complished by aligning the optical axis of the liquid crystal

ght beam into two TE and TM polarized beams
d �b� schematic of the shearing prism. To direct
, a thin glass plate is attached to the coating of
he TE and TM polarized beams are sheared by
f the glass. �c� Schematic of the optical path
ith an incidence angle �i on the front face and

dence angle �i and the thickness d of the glass

Fig. 3 Evolution of the shearing amount, �x as a function of both the
thickness d of the glass plate placed on the coating of the prism and
the incidence angle �i. The blackened area represents the usual
ident li
ism an
rection
1.52. T
ness o
light w

he inci
sensor operation parameters.
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etarder parallel to a linearly polarized input beam. Such a
hase modulator uses nematic liquid crystal materials to
lectrically control polarization. It provides tunable retarda-
ion by changing the effective birefringence of the material
ith an applied voltage.
The calibration of the phase modulator is accomplished

y determining the phase shift it induces versus the applied
oltage. The liquid crystal variable retarder is well known
or exhibiting a high nonlinearity versus the applied volt-
ge, and thus, it has been calibrated in situ, following the
pproach of Ochoa and Huntley.22 This consists of record-
ng two images, namely, one before and one after applying

known voltage step to the phase modulator. The mean
quare intensity difference between the two images, ob-
ained by averaging over all of the pixels in the image, can
hen be plotted as a function of V, the voltage applied while
ecording the second image. Figure 4 shows the resulting
alibration curve of the liquid crystal variable retarder ob-
ained with the experimental setup of shearography that is
escribed in Sec. 3.3.

.3 Almost-Common Path Interferometer
for Shearography

he design of the experimental setup, which uses a pure
ut-of-plane digital shearography arrangement is illustrated
n Fig. 5. The 532 nm wavelength light comes from a Nd-
AG laser with a total output power of 30 mW. The object
peckle pattern was produced by retroscattering of the in-
ident light from a test object. The shearograms, recorded
y a CMOS camera �from Lumenera Corporation, model
U105C: 15 frames per second at full 1280�1024 resolu-

ion�, arise from the interference between the object speckle
avefront and the same speckle wavefront shifted spatially

long the X axis by the shearing device. The behavior of the
atter is explained in Sec. 3.1. A second prism was attached
ith oil with a refractive index n=1.52 on the shearing
evice �Fig. 5� to make the interferometer compact and

ig. 4 Calibration curve of the phase modulator, a liquid crystal vari-
ble retarder, obtained with the experimental shearography setup. In

he case of the four-buckets algorithm, the incremental phase �
� /2 is obtained by applying, for example, successively 1500,
890, 2166, and 2371 mV to the liquid crystal cell.
n-line. The second prism is a traditional nonpolarizing

ptical Engineering 105601-
glass prism but is silver coated for better reflectivity; it has
the same dimensions as the first shearing prism. To produce
interference between the two emergent polarized beams, a
linear polarizer oriented between the TE and TM polariza-
tion directions is introduced in front of the objective of the
CMOS camera. A set of four shearograms, phase shifted
with respect to one another, are recorded for a state of the
studied object by varying the voltage applied to the liquid
crystal variable retarder that was placed between the second
prism and the polarizer. The slow and fast axes of the phase
modulator are oriented, respectively, along the TE and TM
polarization directions.

Finally, two identical lenses L1 and L2 with an effective
focal length of 6 cm were introduced into the experimental
setup �see Fig. 5�. The role of L1 is to focus the TM speckle
wavefront on the glass-air interface of the shearing device
and, consequently, to avoid any variation in the shearing
amount as the result of a nonuniform thickness of the thin
glass plate. The second lens, L2, which defocuses the
waves, also increases the shearing amount in proportion to
its magnification Mlens, and thus, the shearing amount be-
hind L2 is

�xlens = Mlens�x . �4�

To simplify the following notation, the value �xlens of the
shearing amount behind lens L2 will simply be referred to
as �x.

The shearing amount can be changed by replacing the
thin glass plate attached to the coating of the prism by
another with a different thickness d. On the other hand,
according to Eq. �4�, the shearing amount varies with the
magnification Mlens that can be modified by moving the
shearing device between the two lenses L1 and L2, as pro-
posed by Valera and Jones.15

The resulting experimental setup is an almost-common
path interferometer, i.e., the object and reference beams
follow almost the same geometric path before interference.
Thus, because the two interfering beams would be equally
disturbed, this interferometer has the advantage of being
less sensitive to external disturbances than traditional digi-
tal speckle interferometers. Moreover, this shearographic
interferometer is compact and uses a CMOS camera, know-
ing that CMOS technology is well recognized today to be

Fig. 5 Experimental setup of the out-of-plane almost-common path
interferometer used for shearography.
implemented in low-cost commercial devices. It also uses a

October 2007/Vol. 46�10�4
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iquid crystal variable retarder that does not present a hys-
eresis effect, while a PZT must be compensated and thus
akes it more expensive to eliminate the hysteresis

ffect,21 and that is almost 15 times faster than a PZT with
lmost the same resolution21 �phase uncertainty 
� /25�.

.4 Studied Object and the Loading System
he object to be studied is a 300�300�1 mm3 steel plate
ierced by three holes in an isosceles triangle arrangement,
oles that will become the three points supporting the plate.
he steel plate was placed on three balls held by three steel
osts screwed into an optical table, as shown in Fig. 6. A
ourth smaller hole is placed at the center of gravity of the
sosceles triangle to hold, in a reproducible fashion, a ball
f known mass m. The plate is thus centrally loaded and the
pplied force F is equal to the weight of the ball, i.e.,
.118 N for a ball with a mass of 12 g. This horizontal
bject-loading system can be used thanks to a mirror at
5 deg placed under the steel plate �see Fig. 6� that reori-
nts the light along the out-of-plane Z direction. However,
o not complicate Fig. 5, a usual vertical object-loading
ystem is represented in the �X ,Z� plane.

Only a portion of the steel plate was scanned by the
hearographic interferometer so, in the following, the stud-
ed area of the steel plate is a square with a side of 87 mm
entered on the load.

Results and Discussion
he wrapped phase map �see Fig. 7� was obtained with the

our-buckets algorithm17 applied to the phase-shifted
hearograms recorded for the steel plate before and after
oading. The wrapped phase map of Fig. 7 was obtained
ith the experimental setup shown in Fig. 5 for a shearing

ig. 6 Photograph illustrating the central loading of a steel plate
ith a 12 g ball.
f 8.4 mm, corresponding to a 0.35-mm-thick glass plate

ptical Engineering 105601-
and Mlens=17, and the 12 g loading shown in Fig. 6. Before
unwrapping the phase map, the noise was reduced by fil-
tering with a convolution mask of dimension three applied
at the sine/cosine18,23,24 level. The filtered wrapped phase
map is shown in Fig. 8 and the corresponding phase un-
wrapped by the region-growing technique in Fig. 9. Ac-
cording to Eq. �2�, the out-of-plane displacement derivative

Fig. 7 Wrapped phase map obtained with the shearographic inter-
ferometer illustrated in Fig. 5 and the loading illustrated in Fig. 6.
The shearing amount �x is 8.4 mm and the thickness of the glass
plate is d=0.35 mm.

Fig. 8 Wrapped phase map of Fig. 7 filtered once at the sine/cosine

level by a mean mask of dimension three.

October 2007/Vol. 46�10�5
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elative to the X direction, �w /�x, can be determined from
he filtered and unwrapped phase map, Fig. 9; the quantita-
ive results are presented in three dimensions in Fig. 10. A
etailed error analysis yields to a relative uncertainty of 8%
n the results shown in Fig. 10, due to the phase uncer-
ainty and mainly to the relative uncertainty on the shearing
mount �up to 8%�.

If a heavier load is used, the number of fringes observed
n the wrapped phase map naturally increases �see Fig. 11�
ntil the contrast of the fringes suddenly decreases because
f the high spatial frequency of the fringes and the noise
resent in the image. Contrary to most almost-common

ig. 9 Phase map of Fig. 8 unwrapped by the region-growing
echnique.

ig. 10 Out-of-plane displacement derivative relative to the X direc-
ion, �w /�x, determined from the unwrapped phase map of Fig. 9
nd the corresponding profile along the shearing X direction, pass-
ng by the loading point.

ptical Engineering 105601-
path interferometers in which the shearing amount is fixed,
in this interferometer, the sensitivity can be modified by
varying the shearing amount. Figure 12 shows the wrapped
phase maps obtained with the 12-g loading shown in Fig. 6
and the experimental design of Fig. 5, but with a thinner,
0.16 mm, and a thicker, 0.56 mm, glass plate, yielding
shearings of 3.9 and 13.6 mm, respectively �Mlens=17�. As
predicted by Eq. �2�, a suitable number of fringes to main-
tain a good contrast can be obtained by using a short shear-
ing amount, if the strain is important, and a longer amount,
if the load is small.

Consequently, this interferometer maintains both the ad-
vantages of the Michelson-type interferometer because it
enables one to adjust its sensitivity for different applica-

Fig. 11 Filtered �mean mask of dimension 3� and wrapped phase
map obtained with the shearographic interferometer of Fig. 5 with
�x=8.4 mm and the loading system of Fig. 6, but with a ball with a
mass of 23 g.

Fig. 12 Filtered �mean mask of dimension 3� and wrapped phase
map obtained with the loading system of Fig. 6 and a 12-g ball and
the shearographic interferometer of Fig. 5, but with different shear-
ing amounts obtained with glass plates of different thicknesses: �a�
�x=13.6 mm �d=0.56 mm� and �b� �x=3.9 mm �d=0.16 mm�.
October 2007/Vol. 46�10�6
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ions by varying the shearing amount, and the advantage
f an almost-common path interferometer, a compact
n-line experimental setup with good stability to external
isturbances.

Conclusions
n almost-common path shearographic interferometer for

pplications in temporal phase-shifting interferometry was
eveloped and the behavior of the main elements constitut-
ng the interferometer were studied. The shearing device,
hich is the key element of the interferometer, is a prism

hat separates the TE and TM polarization states with a
oating and an attached thin glass plate.

This shearing device and the use of components such as
CMOS camera and a liquid crystal variable retarder en-

ble a compact, in-line, and low-cost almost-common path
xperimental setup that is less sensitive to external distur-
ances and that enables one to adjust its sensitivity for dif-
erent applications by varying the shearing amount.

Finally, phase maps were presented that prove the effi-
iency of the experimental setup for the case of an out-of-
lane displacement derivative measurement.
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